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A model of information-based communication
in a social network among self-selected
volunteers. This article attempts to describe
the ways in which a volunteer librarian
functions in an information-based
communication (IBC) social network with selfselected volunteers in a self-contained
community. A key component of the article is
an understanding of the nature of the
information exchanged among its participants.
Because it is focused on personal questions,
the material exchanged may not be strictly
"information" in the traditional sense.Q: the
best way to create objects I have one function
which does 2 things instantiate a class. store
the reference of the object in a list. I don't
know if one of the two is more appropriate.
Example List list = new List(); ClassObject obj
= new ClassObject(); list.Add(obj); in both
case, I have the same reference of the object
in the list. 1) is this correct? 2) is there a
better way? A: The first one is the right way.
The second one would require you to either
store it in a dictionary or create a wrapper
class. Q: Remote access with port forwarding I
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am trying to set up remote access to my web
application from my Android device. Here is
how it works: I have a Windows PC on my
home network that has "Remote Desktop for
Microsoft Windows" installed on it. My Android
device connects to it on TCP/Port 5000 (RDP:
SSH Protocol) My home network uses port
forwarding on my router to forward port 5000
to the PC's IP. The problem is that after
forwarding the port, the Android device gets a
connection refused message when trying to
establish an RDP connection to the remote PC
(even though the data connection between
the two devices is working fine). If I try to
forward the connection on my home network
to port 443 (HTTPS), it works fine. Why does
RDP need a port different from HTTP? A: There
are two separate issues here: HTTP doesn't
require a port to be forwarded (but the
connection needs to be encrypted anyway).
RDP doesn't require HTTP at all - it's a
protocol. It's conceivable that your Android
device is connecting the port 5000 on the
actual TCP/IP stack to your PC's actual (
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